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D. It calls home periodically to the support center.

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 107
A company is replicating their production database between two arrays located 500 km
apart using Hitachi Universal Replicator (HUR). Which two statements are correct?
(Choose two.)

A. Host writes are acknowledged before data is replicated.
B. HUR can be easily integrated with TrueCopy Extended Distance.
C. During normal HUR operations, production volumes can stay online.
D. Data will be written synchronously on both local and remote sites.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 108
A VSP storage administrator wants to manage TrueCopy on a host with FC HBAs.
Which two components are required? (Choose two.)

A. a Command Device
B. Storage Navigator
C. RAID Manager/CCI
D. Business Continuity Manager

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 109
A customer is implementing a new OLTP database on a VSP that is expected to have a
fluctuating workload. It will be a large database with expected storage hotspots. Which
three advantages does Hitachi Dynamic Tiering have over Hitachi Dynamic
Provisioning for this customer? (Choose three.)

A. granular data movement across tiers
B. ability to over-provision storage
C. efficient use of high performance drives
D. space efficiency by "de-duping" identical pages
E. dynamic relocation of pages based on access
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Answer: A, C, E

QUESTION: 110
Which three types of replication are available with Hitachi Dynamic Replicator?
(Choose three.)

A. page replication
B. segment replication
C. file replication
D. block replication
E. volume replication

Answer: C, D, E

QUESTION: 111
A customer has a HUS system and they require a configuration without a single point
of failure. Which two core functionalities of Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager will
provide the customer with the required high availability solution? (Choose two.)

A. path health checking
B. dynamic path allocation
C. automatic path failover
D. dynamic load optimization

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 112
What are two advantages of the HUS system Active/Active I/O architecture? (Choose
two.)

A. Volume ownership is automatically controlled.
B. It allows mixing NAS and iSCSI ports on the same controller.
C. It reduces the number of required spare drives.
D. Controller workload balancing is automatic.

Answer: A, D
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QUESTION: 113
Your customer has purchased Hitachi Tiered Storage Manager (HTSM) to support
their Service Level Agreement targets. HTSM will be used to migrate data between
their VSP and HUS systems. Which type of migration will be performed?

A. non-disruptive volume migration based on conditions
B. dynamic file migration based on conditions
C. non-disruptive file level migration based on conditions
D. dynamic "page" level migration based on I/O load

Answer: A

QUESTION: 114
In the event of a power failure, what happens to the cache on a VSP?

A. The built-in batteries preserve all data in cache.
B. The cache is de-staged to a System Disk.
C. The cache is de-staged to the Data Cache Adapter SSDs.
D. The built-in batteries preserve only write pending data.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 115
From which two sources does Hitachi Command Director retrieve its data? (Choose
two.)

A. Tuning Manager, which provides performance information.
B. Device Manager, which provides configuration information.
C. Storage Navigator Modular 2, which provides configuration information.
D. Capacity Reporter, which provides storage utilization.

Answer: A, B
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